
Benefits of the SAO Dispenser
Environmentally sustainable

• SAO™ uses just tap water, electricity and oxygen, significantly reducing 
the number of chemicals entering our rivers, streams and groundwaters.

• As a reusable product, it reduces the amount of single-use plastic 
packaging likely to end up in our oceans.

• Fewer deliveries are required as you only need a cartridge replacement 
a few times per year.

 
Safe and harmless to people

• Safe for staff – non-toxic environment.
• Safe for clients, little exposure to chemicals.
• Converts safely back to O2.
• You do not have to store toxic chemicals onsite for industries such as 

schools or care homes.

Save thousands in cleaning costs
• Eliminates need to purchase multiple chemical products.
• As a reusable product, it only requires a replacement cartridge a few 

times per year (depending on how much it is used) so is extremely cost-
effective.

• Between 50-80% in cost savings is normal for most businesses.
 
Kills 99.999% of harmful bacteria

• It has been proven in laboratories to be a highly powerful cleaner and 
sanitiser.

• Eliminates germs, odours, stains, mould and mildew.
• Quickly kills 99.999% of harmful viruses and bacteria including E. coli, 

Salmonella and MRSA.
 
Practical and easy to implement

• Instant, on-demand production.
• Reduces need for cleaning product storage.
• As a non-toxic, non-hazardous product, no COSHH training is required.
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How the SAO Dispenser works
A permanent fixture that is connected to your power & water supply
The SAO Dispenser is a permanent fixture that is mounted onto the wall and connected to your power and water supply, enabling you to create Stabilised Aqueous Ozone 
whenever you need.

Stabilised Aqueous Ozone is created at the push of a button
At the push of a button, cold water is automatically added to the stabilisation module compartment, which changes the mineral composition of the water. It is this process that 
allows the aqueous ozone to stay stabilised for longer. The water is then passed through to the main SAO Dispenser unit, where Oxygen and volts of electricity is added, 
converting O2 into O3. This creates Stabilised Aqueous Ozone.

A highly effective cleaner and sanitiser for up to 24 hours
The unit then dispenses the Stabilised Aqueous Ozone into mop buckets, floor scrubbers or spray bottles, providing you with a powerful sanitiser and cleaner for 4 or 24 hours, 
depending on your cartridge type. It is whilst in this stabilised form that the composition becomes highly effective, clinging to dirt, grime and bacteria, killing up to 99.999% of 
harmful contaminants. Once the 4 or 24 hours are up, it simply reverts to normal tap water, and you can pour it away without any harm at all to the environment.

1. Inside the lotus® unit, oxygen from the air is safely turned into ozone then 
infused into ordinary tap water. 

2. The ozone is attracted to germs, stains and bacteria. 
3. Harmless to people, the ozone quickly attacks and eliminates 

contaminants it comes in contact with.
4. Only pure oxygen and water remain after the ozone cleans and sanitises.
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